
Roman helmets on display at the Alba Iulia Museum. 

 
It has been 5 years since I became acquainted with these 2 helmets typical of the Trajan Wars 

from the  Museum in Alba Iulia. The helmet is from the model of Impérial-Italic G. The 
difference with this helmet from Hebron are many and this is normal because each helmet has 

gone through different workshops and a different level of skillfully executed. 

 
The replicas we made are as close as possible to the originals,of course, all this is refracted 
through our creative gaze.But the end result is very suitable for historical reconstructions. 

 



These 2 helmets on display there are determined by the time of the 2nd Traian War (from the 
beginning 2nd century AD). In fact they are 3 but the third one is in very bad condition. All the 

details on them lead in this direction! 

 
The helmets from this period (as archaeological finds) and precisely from the territory of Dacia 

and the adjacent territories  are very rare as  archeological finds. 

The helmet was discovered at Pochia Point in the village of Vinerea, which is part of the town of 
Cugir, along with a number of other pieces of military weapons of Roman origin. The entire 

group of artifacts entered the collections of the National Museum of Alba Iulia in 2016, which 
were initially subjected to a long and complex restoration process. Helmets were found on the 
river bank and were badly damaged by water, sand and the time! Many details such as cheek 

guards are irretrievably lost. The whole iron surface is very corroded and parts of it are missing. 

 
After much research and help from the museum itself, I came to the conclusion that in this case 

here rosettes are at least 3 models, different diameter and different model .This once again 
shows that in the Roman Limes the decoration of helmets was a fashionable occupation. It 

depends on what masters of various applications and rosettes the legionnaires have access to. 
Of course, all these additional extras and interventions on the helmets cost a lot of silver 
denarius. But the legionnaires, in addition to their standard income from Rome, also had 

additional cash revenue, part of the booty is due to each legionnaire. I will not mention the 
bribes they shared during the guard at the entrance of castrum  and similar petty scams 

involving the supply of food and supplies needed by the military. last but not least are the 
incomes of gambling, which was a daily activity of the legionnaires, who practiced betting on 



almost everything in their daily lives.  All these additions to the legionnaire's purse give him the 
opportunity to spend money on the decoration for his military equipment. 

 
But this is a small, very small part of the variety that probably existed in legionnaire folklore 
when it came to helmet decoration. But for us it will remain a secret !Many of helmets were 

lost during and after the Trajan's Second War !In rivers and ritually buried with dead 
legionnaires. Let's not forget the large number of retired legionnaires and the fact that part of 

their military equipment, including helmets, has stopped in the retired legionnaires. 

The two collars of the two helmets are very similar. Both have holes in the middle of the collar 
but only one of them have a small ring preserved on its place with function to tie the helmet in 

a carry, marching position. 

 
It is probably that one of the rings is lost because of the long stay in the riverbed and the 

aggressive environment of water and sand. 

  



We did here with us in our club in raw form replica of cheek protectors of the helmet from the 
Museum in Alba Iulia, Cheek protectors are cut from sheet of iron and are hammered, stamped 

in the desired form, neither more nor less. Brass strips are placed on the edge. 

 
To decorate them in the most appropriate way, close to archeology I made for this purpose 3 
different rosettes in size very similar to those of Museum in Alba Iulia. As I mentioned above: 
There are as I mentioned above most likely 2 or 3 types of rosettes of different diameters and 
models, such as archeology.  The bronze parts of these 3 helmets (all are riveted with bronze 

rivets) are badly damaged, oxidized and covered with iron deposits. Many of the bronze pieces 
on these  helmets are missing and have been irretrievably lost. 

 
This is not the first time we have seen large rosettes mounted on iron helmets! Of course, this 
is not a precedent! But in general, the classic rosettes for helmets are  smaller in size than the 

big ones here 

For the needs of my replicas I used very close to this archeology rosettes (as models ) 

of different sizes. The largest and most suitable as a balance with the size of the cheek 
protector is-26mm. It is followed by medium and smaller diameter rosettes 23mm., 21  and 20 

mm. 

 
\  
 
 



 
Here we have a president in archeology!A spherical decorative rosettes are used. Spherical 
applications are very interesting as a model and are common for decorating various leather 
goods for the roman army. I made them ( as size) in 2 models, as the big one which is more 

suitable here is in size 20 mm. in diameter. This is exactly the first combination (in the familiar 
to us Roman archeology) of spherical applications and flower rosettes that  we see on a Roman 

helmet! 

  
As a model in various modifications and sizes they are described in Roman military 

decoration.They are also described here with photos in the book Roman Militaria . These are 
relatively common spherical applications that are shown in archaeological finds but always OUT 

OF CONTEXT! Most likely they were a popular and fashionable application with a spherical 
shape for decoration. They were probably produced in different places from vicus workshops, 

castrum local masters to serious jewelry workshops. 

All this gives us an opportunity (as modern reconstructors) for interpretation! My 
interpretations are based on similar archeology from similar helmets as historical period and 
model .Interpretations within reasonable limits based on appropriate historical period and 

archaeological finds. 

As a base helmet (from the left )we use a helmet made in Germany and provided to me by a 
colleague reenactor, this is a very correct replica as a form! But it is unfinished and I have to 

make an effort to make it a finished product! 



 
From the right is a base Deepeeka Imperial Gallic H, AH6053N- helmet which is closest to the 

forms of  Alba Iulia museum archeology. 

 
In general the forms of the helmets (archaeological finds ), cheek guards and collar are kept at 
levels to give a good idea of the shapes of these helmets.  Each helmet as a whole is a  unique 

creation of Roman martial art, because it is made by hand by different masters in different 
blacksmith shops and although most likely in these workshops are made with small or large 

differences in size, shape and decoration within reasonable limits, whatever that means…. we 
know nothing about this issue of state control and manufacturing standards for the 

manufacture of legionary helmets for the Roman army! 

But the fact that many of them are identical and bear very close marks leads us to think that 
they are made by standard and samples are used (provided to the various blacksmith  

workshops) so that the masters follow some rules and their interpretation  what they produce 
to have been within acceptable limits. 

In this case, both helmets bear the marks of a Gallic helmet models. From a typological point of 
view, the helmet belongs to the Weisenau type, the Hebron variant. The collar hung down like 

on Gallic H. Maybe that's why the silhouette of Gallic H model is very suitable for reproductions 
on the subject! 



 
Reinforcing helmet  (with cross sticks) are typical legionary helmets for the 2 Trajan Wars. It can 
be seen that the archeology of helmets from this period bear marked of much earlier helmets 
(most likely reused) but with a riveted reinforcing cross on top. These reinforcing crosses can 
vary in length and be riveted to different parts of the helmets. But in general the idea is one 

and certain standards are followed! It is absolutely certain that this reinforcement with these 
iron rods it happened later, later than their exit from blacksmith shops , most likely in a 

legionary castrum or by a blacksmith in the local vicus. It is absolutely obvious that the riveting 
holes of this iron cross were made anew in an emergency. 

In a calmer environment, the already available holes from the front protector could be used, 
only the old rivets had to be cut, which is not a big problem for any ancient master blacksmith. 

But this was not done with these  Alba Iulia helmets. 

 
Of course, this reinforcing cross spoils the overall aesthetic appearance of the helmet. As if out 

of place and does not look beautiful! But all this is at the expense of functionality! 

The helmets from this archaeological find are reinforced with a cross made of forged 2 rails 
with a relatively round cross section. 



 
Not all helmets from this period and later were reinforced with such a cross, of course. But this 
is perceived as a trademark for the legionary helmets of the 2nd century and 3rd century later. 

Logically, many of those existing at the time in the Roman army  legionnaires helmets models 
associated with the Second Dacian War were reused in the subsequent Asian offensive of 

Trajan. 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/index.php/en/history-and-artifacts/history-of-the-legion/trajan-
invaded-armenia-114-y.html 

 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/index.php/en/history-and-artifacts/history-of-the-legion/trajan-invaded-armenia-114-y.html
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